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Prophecy Rock contains original music and content oriented lyrics. It was last performed live with Ritchie

Havens, the opener at the famed Woodstock Festival. Prophecy Rock combines Rock and Roll

instrumentation with inspirational vocals. 8 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, ROCK: Classic Rock

Details: While the music on the CD is appropriate for listening to at any time, it is created for a special

purpose. The music of Prophecy Rock has been channeled through Jim Rick and Julie Three bears,

originating in the Magical Frequency Band. The songs are to be performed at the Shifting Frequency

Concert, sort of Woodstock on a more cosmic level. The music on this CD can be experienced in multiple

dimensions. At one listening level it is purely entertaining, while when listening to the music during times

of emotional or psychic availability it becomes a tool for conscious transformation. As we grow nearer to

the time of ascension, Prophecy Rock is a guiding light, and those who hear it will be guided to their place

at the concert of concerts, to participate in the most "happening" event of all time. Get the music and be

there We're shifting frequencies. Prophecy Rock is the energetic medium of the Shifting Frequency

Concert, the grand finale and the time of the great transformation. I know that it might be hard to believe.

The Hopi prophecy details much of this journey of mankind, from emergence to self-destruction to

re-emergence. Watch the clock! Eleven Eleven. If you're going to make it to the finish you've got to be on

time. Watch the sky for the blue star sign when the Blue Star Kachina will remove its mask and halt the

sacred ceremonies forever. The bright days are coming, but the darkness is here. When the world

accumulates too many light-absorbing objects, blackness returns. I can't see you, but I can still hear you

calling to me. Follow the sound, the beating of your heart and the vibration of compassion combined. We

have to learn to live together and share. The synergy of souls provides the harmony, the background and

the chorus accompaniment to the lead line. Are you ready for the changes? Transitioning from matter to
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higher energetic form requires a fluid perspective, unattached and unimpeded by the fear of letting go.

Step into the unknown enthusiastically! Can the hope of a fading dream, the vision of our love lasting,

guide us through night's dark and enchanted skies, into the brilliance everlasting there within each

moment passing by? Climb the ladder and don't look down. Climb the ladder made out of light and sound.

The Magical Frequency Band chose me to birth this project. They patiently guided me on this unique

inspiring journey, encouraged me with a sound-hand to follow a fluid timeline to this predestination.
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